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I teach 24 credits per year, 3 preps per semester.
This project is 5 years in the making.

• Certified oral proficiency interview tester (2015, 2020)
• UWEC Tier Three EDI certificate recipient (2020)
• UWEC OER grant pilot program participant (2020)
• UWEC Online Course Design certificate (2020)
• AATF Exemplary Program with Honors (2017, 2020)

Building Blocks



FREN 201 & FREN 202
Content

• Backward design
• ACTFL standards
• Thematic units
• Diversity as the norm

Content







FREN 201 & FREN 202
Structure

• Flipped format
• Balanced modes of communication
• Proficiency-oriented
• Frequent low-stakes assessments
• Hyflex, i.e., adaptable delivery mode and access points

Structure that helps know what to expect



Homework
(50 minutes)

Classwork
(50 minutes)

Mondays:
Interpretive task
(synch or asynch)

Study vocabulary
Complete Canvas assignments

Interpret an authentic video
(listening comprehension)

Tuesdays:
Presentation task
(synch or asynch)

Study grammar
Complete Canvas assignments

Interpret an authentic text
(reading comprehension)
Prepare a video or audio presentation
(scripted language practice)

Wednesdays:
Interpersonal task
(synch or asynch)

Study pronunciation
Complete Canvas assignments

Engage in spontaneous conversations
(unscripted language practice)

Thursdays: no class

Fridays:
Assessment
(synch or asynch)

Review lessons from the week 
Prepare for assessment

Showcase your skills in an activity designed to 
elicit your best language for communicative 
success. Grades and constructive feedback are 
generally given the following Monday.

FREN 201 & FREN 202
Lessons



• Designed for accessibility
e.g., captions, alt text with images, variety of ways to use French

• Inclusive language as the norm
e.g., non-binary pronouns, gender-neutral terms

• First-person accounts of underrepresented cultures
e.g., recent videos, texts, and songs by artists that aren’t all male

• Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TiLT)
e.g., framework that reduces systemic inequities

Lessons that affirm our identities
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Interpretive task (Monday) 
Before class, develop vocabulary related to sustainability. In class, consider the cause of high waters
on the island of Mayotte and its potential consequences.

Presentational task (Tuesday, online) 
At home, learn how to construct and use the simple future. For the online class, read about a new
volcano near Mayotte and its consequences on tides. Debate the role of climate change on current
world weather events. Create an audio or video presentation describing your good and bad habits
toward the environment.

Interpersonal task (Wednesday) 
Before class, learn how to determine the pronunciation of the letter <e>. In class, practice the simple
future by sharing your vision of the future. Create memes on climate change.

Presentational assessment (Friday) 
At home, revise Tuesday's presentation based on my feedback and make improvements. In class,
recap what you learned this week, have a conversation with your group, and finish the assessment.



FREN 201 & FREN 202
Open Educational Resource

• No need to purchase material
• Access to material in the future
• Quick updates for cultural content possible
• Sharing among French programs: edits and additions possible
• Everything but grammar lessons available now (millerjs@uwec.edu)
• All in Canvas Commons in spring 2021 (FREN 201, 202, 430)
• Other courses to follow (FREN 325, 401)
• Published on an OER platform in 2022

OER for free long-term access



FREN 201 & FREN 202
Impact

• High attendance rate
• Consistent proficiency growth
• Growing interest in French studies
• Transition to remote teaching smoother 

Impact that helps learners and teachers



So far, I believe that this class is extremely well organized 
in every sense. […] Canvas page is well organized, the 
class structure is on point. Overall Madame, you are and 
have been doing an incredible job!

I enjoy this class much more than I thought I would, I really 
enjoy the learning style and the teacher. It has made me 
consider declaring a French program.”

This is by far my most engaging distance learning class.

This work would not have been possible without the support of

• the UWEC Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning
• the UWEC Department of Languages
• the assistance and encouragement of Dr. Kris Knisely

(The University of Arizona) & Avonlea Hanson (UWEC)

MERCI !


